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Recent studies of precision electroweak observables have led to the conclusion that a fourth generation is
highly constrained. However, we point out that a long-lived fourth generation can reopen a large portion
of the parameter space. In addition, it preserves baryon and lepton asymmetries against sphaleron erasure
even if B − L = 0. It opens up the possibility of exact B − L symmetry and hence Dirac neutrinos. The
fourth generation can be observed at the LHC with unique signatures of long-lived particles in the near
future.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.When the muon was discovered as an exact copy of the elec-
tron but with a higher mass, people wondered why nature repeats
in an apparently unnecessary fashion. Later, discovery of CP vio-
lation led Kobayashi and Maskawa to predict that nature actually
repeats itself at least three times. There is no obvious reason why
it should stop with three. At the same time, CP violation also
led Sakharov to consider how the apparent lack of anti-matter in
the universe might be explained. Therefore the apparent repetition
of generations of elementary particles has an intimate connection
with the issue of baryogenesis.
The fourth generation (4G) is indeed the simplest extension of
the standard model being searched for at Tevatron and at the LHC.
However, several groups have claimed recently that this simple ex-
tension of the standard model (SM) is highly constrained [1–3] or
already ruled out with no (CKM) mixing to the SM [4] by a combi-
nation of collider searches for its direct production and its indirect
effects in Higgs boson production, together with the precision elec-
troweak observables.
In this Letter we consider a long-lived 4G due to extremely
small mixings between the fourth and lighter three generations. It
could be a consequence of a ﬂavor symmetry or compositeness of
the 4G. We then point out that such a 4G evades these constraints.
This is because the 4G neutrino can be nearly stable, and it can be
below the nominal LEP-II limit. Its loops can generate negative S ,
which in turn allows for a heavier Higgs boson, and positive T for
a small splitting between 4G up- and down-type quarks.
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doi:10.1016/j.physletb.2011.09.094Interestingly, such a long-lived 4G has an important implica-
tion for baryogenesis. The baryon number B is usually believed
to be erased unless there is a non-vanishing asymmetry in B − L.
However, the longevity of the 4G provides additional conserved
numbers beyond B − L, which in turn protects B from erasure.
Therefore, the longevity leads to both 4G asymmetry and B asym-
metry. It even allows for an exact B− L symmetry of nature, either
global or local, making us reconsider the origin of neutrino mass
and baryon asymmetry.
Let us ﬁrst discuss the current constraints on the 4G particles,
with the obvious notation U , D , E , and N . The electroweak pre-
cision tests (EWPTs) for the chiral 4G are summarized in Ref. [5]
with some more recent updates in Ref. [1,3]. Here we use the lat-
est global ﬁt results from Ref. [1] which include the constraints
from the low-energy data. The S–T ellipse in [1] looks somewhat
more horizontal (large positive T is not preferred now) than the
one used in Ref. [5] from the LEP Electroweak Working Group [6].
As a consequence, some of the sample points in Ref. [5] do not lie
in the 95% C.L. in the S–T plot and the allowed parameter space
for mU , mD is much smaller.
If the 4G Dirac neutrino decays, it has to be heavier than
90.3 GeV [7]. However if it is long lived at LEP, then the only
bound is mN > 45.0 GeV from the invisible Z decay width. For
the charged leptons, the bound is mE > 102.6 GeV for the long-
lived case and mE > 100.8 GeV for the short-lived case [7]. Un-
like all the previous papers, which assumed mE,N  100 GeV, we
scan over all possible 4G lepton masses. All the S , T contributions
from 4G fermions are calculated from the exact one-loop formu-
lae in Ref. [8] while the two-loop Higgs contribution is obtained
from ﬁtting the previous results. The Higgs mass is chosen within
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mh = 300 > 204 GeV (heavy) at 95% C.L. from the latest Higgs bo-
son search at the Tevatron [9] that includes the loop of the 4G in
the gluon-fusion process.
There are also lower bounds from direct searches for the fourth-
generation quarks at the Tevatron. In the long-lived case, we in-
fer the bounds from the limit on stable stop [10]. Rescaling the
production cross section with the UU¯ production rate at NLO
level [11] gives us mD mU > 340 GeV and mU mD > 310 GeV
at 95% C.L. For the short-lived case, we obtain mU > 335 GeV from
W + jets [11] if mD mU and mD > 338 GeV if mU mD and D
decays dominantly into W + t [12]. The bound does not change
signiﬁcantly for a sizable branching ratio D → W + jets [13].
There are also upper bounds for the Q = U or D mass from
tree-level unitarity.1 The most stringent bounds are from the scat-
tering Q Q¯ → Q Q¯ which includes the color off-diagonal ampli-
tudes [14]. Requiring the eigenvalue of the tree-level partial-wave
amplitude smaller than 1/2, we ﬁnd
2
√
2π
GF
>
[
3
(
m2U +m2D
)+√9(m2U −m2D)2 + 16m2Um2D ]. (1)
Regarding the unitarity limit, remember that the amplitude is only
calculated at the tree level and hence the bound is soft.
The allowed mass region for the fourth-generation quarks is
presented in Fig. 1. First, we ﬁnd a large allowed region for
mU mD as opposed to previous analyses which assumed mE,N 
100 GeV (zero mixings), whose contribution to the S parameter
is positive together with the Higgs contribution.2 Then the S-
parameter constraint only allows a small mass region for mU >mD .
However, for a light fourth-generation neutrino (around 46 GeV),
the fourth-generation lepton contribution to the S parameter is
negative (around −0.09). Hence, large fourth-generation quark
masses (mU mD ) with a relatively large S parameter are allowed.
Second, varying mh does not change the allowed parameter space
because decreasing mN can compensate for the S , T contribution
from increasing the Higgs mass.
In Ref. [4], it is claimed that the 4G with small mixing is
ruled out by the combination of EWPTs, direct searches and the
indirect bounds from the Higgs production at Tevatron. We will
explain our disagreement with the author. The author ﬁrst ﬁxes
mU − mD = 16 GeV and mE − mN = 91 GeV [1] which is a very
limited region of the allowed parameter space which is clear from
our Fig. 1. Then he ﬁnds the Higgs mass required by EWPTs in the
zero mixing case for the two end point mass of mU and mD in the
line mU −mD = 16 GeV is ruled out by the direct Tevatron Higgs
boson search. However, the mixing between 3rd and 4th genera-
tion increases the T parameter only (see formula one in Ref. [4]),
effectively the same as increasing the U and D mass splitting.3
Having demonstrated that longevity makes the 4G phenomeno-
logically viable, we now turn our attention to the baryon asym-
metry. In the SM, B and L are separately conserved except for
the sphaleron transitions [15] which violate B + L but preserve
B− L. The net B must be proportional to the only conserved quan-
tity B − L and would be zero if B − L = 0. After the sphaleron
transitions get decoupled from thermal equilibrium at Tsph, B is
1 We do not consider the stability bound here since our 4G scenario could have
additional particles below the UV cutoff.
2 In Ref. [3], it is pointed out that a similar result |mU − mD | 80 GeV is ob-
tained if one switches on the fourth-generation mixings which gives the positive T
contribution.
3 The Yukawa couplings hit the Landau pole below 100 TeV or so. We will not
discuss its UV completion above this energy scale as it is irrelevant to the following
discussions.Fig. 1. The mD vs mU contour plot for varying fourth-generation lepton masses. The
purple region is the allowed mass region from the S–T constraint at 95% C.L. for
mh = 130 GeV and the blue region (including the purple region) is that for mh =
300 GeV. The lower limit of the green region comes from the direct searches at
the Tevatron (the solid line is the case for long-lived fourth-generation quarks and
the dashed line is the case for the prompt decay), while the upper limit is the
bound from unitarity. The purple and the blue lines use the approximate formula
for the fourth-generation quark masses mU −mD = (1 + 15 log( mh115 GeV )) ∗ 50 GeV
from Ref. [5] for mh = 130 GeV and 300 GeV, respectively. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this Letter.)
a conserved quantity which gives us the right number density to-
day.
If the 4G fermions do not mix with the lighter generations sig-
niﬁcantly, they would stay in chemical equilibrium only through
the electroweak sphaleron transitions, which maximally violate
3B + 3L + B4 + L4 instead. Here we use B or L as the baryon
or lepton number in the ﬁrst three generations. In this case, the
other three orthogonal combinations of B , L, B4, L4 are conserved
charges. The ﬁnal B is a linear combination of these conserved
charges instead of just being proportional to B − L. As a conse-
quence, unless there exists some accidental cancellations, the net
baryon number density would be non-zero even if B − L = 0.
The thermal history for baryon number generation after inﬂa-
tion is summarized as follows. First, we assume there is some
baryogenesis mechanism which generates a net baryon asymmetry
B + B4 = L + L4 = 0. However, this initial condition could gener-
ate an asymmetry in the other conserved charges (for instance,
L − 3L4). Above the critical temperature Tc of the electroweak
phase transition, all particles are massless and net B could be
small or zero depending on the particle content of the model. Be-
low Tc , all fermions gain their masses via the Higgs mechanism,
so it costs additional energy to create the heavy fourth-generation
fermions. Once the temperature drops below their masses, the
mass effect essentially blocks the sphaleron process from eras-
ing B .4
We follow the standard analysis in Ref. [16] while taking into
account all the mass effects. We choose a single chemical po-
tential μl for leptons instead of separate chemical potentials for
each light lepton ﬂavor as in Refs. [17–20]. We consider the SM
4 There are related scenarios which generates the dark matter abundance through
sphalerons [21], preserves B relying on τ lepton mass [19] or Dirac neutrino
mass [26].
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quarks (an up-type and down-type) with masses mqi , a charged
lepton of mass mli and a massless neutrino. The SM interactions
relate all the chemical potentials which leave us with six inde-
pendent chemical potentials in our case: μuL , μW , μ0, μUL , μNL ,
μ = ∑i μi = 3μνL which are the chemical potentials for upper
type quarks, W− bosons, neutral Higgs boson, 4G up type quark,
4G neutrino, sum over all SM neutrino chemical potentials.
μdL = μuL + μW
(
W− ↔ u¯L + dL
)
,
μDL = μUL + μW
(
W− ↔ U¯ L + DL
)
,
μeL = μνL + μW
(
W− ↔ ν¯L + eL
)
,
μEL = μNL + μW
(
W− ↔ N¯L + EL
)
,
μuR = μ0 + μuL
(
φ0 ↔ u¯L + uR
)
,
μUR = μ0 + μUL
(
φ0 ↔ U¯ L + UR
)
,
μdR = −μ0 + μW + μuL
(
φ0 ↔ d¯L + d¯R
)
,
μDR = −μ0 + μW + μUL
(
φ0 ↔ D¯ L + D¯ R
)
,
μeR = −μ0 + μW + μi
(
φ0 ↔ eL + e¯R
)
,
μER = −μ0 + μW + μNL
(
φ0 ↔ EL + E¯ R
)
,
μNR = −μ0 + μW + μNL
(
φ0 ↔ NL + N¯R
)
. (2)
The mass correction to the particle number asymmetry den-
sity np is
np = gp
π2
T 3
(
μ
T
) ∞∫
x
y
√
y2 − x2 e
y
(1± ey)2 dy
=
{
gp T 3
3
(μ
T
)
αb(x) p is a boson,
gp T 3
6
(μ
T
)
α f (x) p is a fermion,
(3)
where we assume np ∝ μ for small asymmetries. gp is the number
of internal degrees of freedom and x = m/T . The mass correc-
tion functions for bosons and fermions are normalized as αb(0) =
α f (0) = 1. We deﬁne Δ ≡ N −∑i αi (N = 3) for SM particles with
i = 1,2,3 generations. Δu , Δd and Δi stands for the overall mass
corrections for up type SM quarks, down type SM quarks and SM
charged leptons, respectively. The αW , α0, αU , αD , αE and αN are
the mass function in Eq. (3) for W boson, neutral Higgs, 4G up-
quark, 4G-down quark, 4G charged lepton and 4G neutrino respec-
tively. It is easy to see Δd and Δi < 5 × 10−4 since Tsph > mW
so we will ignore their contribution in the following discussions.
The neutral Higgs boson condenses so we have μ0 = 0. One can
write the charge densities in terms of the chemical potential (upto
irrelevant constants):
Q ≈ 2(N − 2Δu)μuL − 2(2N + 3αW )μW − 2μ
+ 4αUμUL − 2αD(μUL + μW ) − 2αE(μNL + μW ),
B ≈ (4N − 2Δu)μuL + 2NμW ,
L ≈ 3μ + 2NμW ,
B4 = 2αUμUL + 2αD(μUL + μW ),
L4 = 2αNμNL + 2αE(μNL + μW ), (4)
where the net Q (electric charge density) must be 0. The con-
served charge densities areFig. 2. The ﬁnal baryon asymmetry versus the inital asymmetry nb/Δ as a function
of sphaleron freeze-out temperature Tsph (GeV). The blue (red) lines are for mN =
46(46) GeV, mE = 134(103) GeV, mU = 350(380) GeV, mD = 350(380) GeV, mφ0 =
300(130) GeV. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)
B − L = (4N − 2Δu)μuL − 3μ,
B4 − L4 = 2αUμUL + 2αD(μUL + μW )
− 2αNμNL − 2αE(μNL + μW ),
L − 3L4 = 3μ + 2NμW − 6αNμNL
− 6αE(μNL + μW ). (5)
The electroweak sphaleron process which converts qqql of each
generation into nothing give us the last constraint
3NμuL + 2(N + 1)μW + μ + 3μUL + μNL = 0. (6)
Now we can pick up two sample spectra which are consis-
tent with the most recent data, mN = 46 GeV, mE = 103 GeV,
mU = 380 GeV, mD = 380 GeV, mφ0 = 130 GeV or mN = 46 GeV,
mE = 134 GeV, mU = 350 GeV, mD = 359 GeV, mφ0 = 300 GeV and
show how the ﬁnal baryon asymmetry is obtained from an initial
baryon asymmetry with B − L = 0. The full numerical results in-
cluding all the mass effects are presented in Fig. 2. We choose the
initial asymmetry as B = L = 3Δ, B4 = L4 = 0 and use the minimal
4G, mt = 172 GeV, mW = 80 GeV. One can clearly see that the ﬁ-
nal baryon number density is the same order as the initial baryon
number density 3Δ if the sphaleron decoupling temperature is not
too high. Note that even for very high sphaleron decoupling tem-
perature Tsph when the 4G fermions are essentially massless, the
baryon number is not completely erased because of the mismatch
in the number of the neutrino degrees of freedom.
For the LHC signals of the long-lived 4G quarks,5 we ﬁrst
estimate their proper lifetime. U/D have to decouple from the
SM fermions above the sphaleron freeze-out temperature Tsph
which gives us the lower limit on the proper lifetime: Γ (U/D →
qW±) < H ∼ T 2sph/Mpl. The long-lived particles U/D should not
disrupt the success of BBN which gives us the upper limit of the
proper lifetime. Then the allowed window for the proper lifetime
is 10−10 s < τQ < 1 s, which also corresponds to the small mix-
ing angle 10−13 < θ < 10−8. Their decay length at the LHC is
d = βcτγ ≈ (30 mm)(τ/10−10 s)βγ . If the lifetime is relatively
short within the above range, the 4G quarks show displaced ver-
tices in their decays. On the other hand, if the 4G quarks decay
outside the detector, the lighter 4G quark would hadronize and
the signal would look like a jet with tracks, with anomalously
large energy deposits in the silicon detector or delayed hits in the
calorimeters or muon chamber. At the early LHC, this is one of
5 The estimation of the proper lifetime and traveling distance also applies to the
forth generation quarks, and the lightest fourth-generation neutrino will look like
missing energy.
H. Murayama et al. / Physics Letters B 705 (2011) 208–211 211Fig. 3. Production rate for the UU¯ at the LHC, the blue curve is the cross section
σ(pp → UU¯ ) computed by PYTHIA at the LHC with √s = 14 TeV from Ref. [22]. The
red curve is the one at the early LHC with
√
s = 7 TeV at the NLO level from [23,24].
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this Letter.)
Table 1
The required integrated luminosity Lint for LHC
√
s = 14 TeV to observe 3 events
for the long-lived stop production for their different masses. The data are quoted
from Fig. 2 (left) in Ref. [25].
Lint (pb−1) 0.2 1 4 20 40 100
m (GeV) 200 300 400 500 600 700
the signals that can be looked for. At the same time, it may cause
confusion if the charge-exchange reaction with the detector mate-
rial causes the charged bound state to turn neutral and vice versa,
making the track a “dashed line” [27].
Unfortunately, we are not aware of any ATLAS/CMS simulation
on the long-lived 4G quarks. However, we can rescale the pro-
duction rate and use the study for the long-lived stop since the
spin effect is negligible for mesons or baryons with a heavy con-
stituent. The production rate for stop at the 14 TeV LHC and 4G U
at
√
s = 7 TeV is presented in Fig. 3. We can see that for a typi-
cal mass range (300–400 GeV) allowed by EWPTs, direct searches
and unitarity limit, the 4G U production rate at
√
s = 7 TeV LHC
is roughly 1/8th of stop production rate at
√
s = 14 TeV LHC. In
Table 1, we list the several required integrated luminosity Lint for
LHC at
√
s = 14 TeV to observe 3 events in CMS [25] for the long-
lived stop production of different masses. If we assume that the
acceptance for the signals to pass the cuts and the background
are similar in the above two situations, we can estimate the or-
der of magnitude for the required integrated luminosities to ob-
serve hints (e.g., about three events) at the LHC (
√
s = 7 TeV) is
Lint = 10–102 pb−1 which is promising for the end of this year.
With more data accumulated at the Lint  1 fb−1, we expectedthat there would be decisive evidence for such unique signatures
of long-lived particles.
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